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Wysiwyg Editor not loading for users with Chinese as preferred language

Status
💾 Closed

Subject
Wysiwyg Editor not loading for users with Chinese as preferred language

Version
14.x

Category
- Conflict of two features (each works well independently)

Feature
- i18n (Multilingual, l10n, Babelfish)
- Edit interface (UI)

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
kong

Volunteered to solve
Jonny Bradley

Lastmod by
kong

Rating
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ (0) 🕊

Description
When a user's preferred language is set to Simplified or Traditional Chinese, that user will notice that upon editing a page the Wysiwyg editor won't complete loading. Other preferred languages I tried including English, Japanese and Dutch do not have this problem.

To see the bug:
- Go to http://kong-11768-5699.show.tikiwiki.org
- After show login, login to tiki as usr: admin and pwd: 12345
- Menu select: Wiki文档 -> Create a Wiki Page
- Fill in any name for wiki page to be created
- Click 创建文档 button
- Confirm language
- See the editor is loading for ever...
I have taken a snapshot just now of the show db, just in case.

Solution
r56147 Hope i got it the right way round! 😁

Importance
5

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
25

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance

Ticket ID
5699

Created
Saturday 05 September, 2015 01:41:24 GMT-0000

LastModif
Tuesday 08 September, 2015 10:18:31 GMT-0000

Comments

Jonny Bradley 07 Sep 15 11:59 GMT-0000
Seems to be trying to load a js file that doesn't exist -
vendor/ckeditor/ckeditor/lang/cn.js

I'm investigating...

kong 08 Sep 15 10:14 GMT-0000
56147 fixes this bug. Thanks Jonny.

Jonny Bradley 08 Sep 15 12:42 GMT-0000
Thanks to you too, good bug report and thanks for closing it. I'll see
if it's possible to backport it to 12.x for the next LTS release too.
Jonny Bradley 08 Sep 15 14:58 GMT-0000

Backported to 12.x in r56152, in case you're interested 😊
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